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Abstract

Looking at the trajectories of people of Muslim origin in Egypt who express religious 

doubts, I argue in this article that doubt and non-religiosity are not necessarily a child of

a Christian genealogy of the secular, and definitely not alien to Muslims. Instead, we 

have to understand them as an intimate moral discontent with the contemporary age of 

Islamic revival, even if their shape and some of their positive claims are borrowed from 

notions of Western origin and global currency—most notably, human rights and 

feminism. There are reasons and ways to become a non-believer in a society profoundly 

affected by a religious revival, and these reasons and ways can be telling about the 

nature of doubt and certainty in general. They also offer a perspective on the 

problematic of secularism that focuses on issues of belief and existential trust rather 

than governmentality and discursive power.

The best thing about religion is that it produces heretics.

Ernst Bloch, Atheismus im Christentum

INTRODUCTION

After a century and a half of what looks in retrospect like an era of triumphant non-

religion, we now live in a time of a religious revival. Around the world, religious 



movements are at the forefront, religious identities serve as effective bases for political 

mobilization, and secularism has come under attack from various sides. It almost seems 

as if the scientific certainty and futuristic hope once associated with the project of 

modernity are now being projected onto projects of religious revival that promise clarity,

certainty, justice, and hope to whoever is committed to following that path .

The triumphant tone of secularism and atheism in the past century now appears 

exaggerated if not mistaken. Religions were there all the time, alive and kicking, just 

often not seen by social scientists and other intellectuals who put their faith elsewhere.1 

Thus, Peter Berger has argued that rather than trying to explain the seeming anomaly 

that so many people are very religious in a modern world, what should raise our 

curiosity are the few people who are not.2 To put it in more abstract terms, the secular 

requires as much explanation as the religious does.3
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Muslims in particular have been made to represent the contradictions surrounding

the apparent failure of the “secularization thesis.” New atheistsare taking issue with 

Islam in very radical and sweeping ways, declaring Muslims to be essentially incapable of

rational reflection and moral action.4 In a more sympathetic vein, Muslims’ moral and 

legal traditions have become the key focus of an emerging critical anthropology of 

secularism.5 Although mutually antagonistic, these two (mainly Western) approaches to 

Islam and secularism share a wider political and intellectual sensibility that is a striking 

reminder of Orientalism’s construction of the East as the foundational Other of the 

identity of the West,6 be it as a vilified object of hate or as the starting point of a 

sophisticated academic critique of liberalism. This focus on a  difference between Islam 

on the one hand and secularism and non-religion on the other can easily make us 

overlook the fact that non-religion and atheism have long had supporters among Muslim 

peoples, too.7 And while some of them have joined the ranks of the radical atheist 

revival,8 claiming that the only solution is a radical break with the past, the reality of 

religious doubt and non-belief in a Muslim-majority country like Egypt offers a much 

more complicated picture.



In Egypt, people who do not adhere to any religion usually describe themselves 

as either mul id/aḥ  (non-believer, atheist) or lā-dīnī/yya (non-religious). To be a mul id/aḥ

or a lā-dīnī/yya is a theological rather than a metaphysical position, and it can entail 

atheism (decided non-belief in God), agnosticism (suspension of judgment about the 

existence of God), as well as deism (belief in God without belief in a religion). Il ādḥ  

(unbelief, non-belief, atheism) and lā-dīniyya (non-religiosity) are thus not necessarily 

the same thing as atheism, which is why , I prefer to translate them with “non-belief” in 

this paper, and only use “atheism” to refer specifically to the belief that there is no god.

In this article I argue that contemporary Egyptian non-belief in Islam takes 

seriously the claim of Islamic religious discourses, especially the latter’s modern 

revivalist and Islamist variants, to provide an all-encompassing formula for justice and 

good life. Non-believers measure that claim by the consistency of the commandments 

and moral practices that are conventionally identified with Islam and by the moral 

integrity of key religious figures, especially the Prophet Mu ammad, and arrives at the ḥ

conclusion that these fail to deliver what they promise not because of the contingency of 

historical practice but because they are inherently in error.

Yet although some atheist critics of religion may claim otherwise, there are many 

possible paths other than either adhering to or overthrowing conservative religious 

standards. There are many more people who are religious but in unconventional or 

critical ways than there are non-believers, and even more who hold to conventional 

religious views but live impious lives. In Egypt, non-religion is an unlikely way to think 

and feel about life and the world, and precisely because it is unlikely, it is important to 

understand why anybody would pursue such a path. The key question that I pursue in 

this article is therefore: What is the positive ground on which a non-religious life can be 

built in a social world that is saturated by religion?

Looking at the trajectories of people of Muslim origin in Egypt who express 

religious doubts, I argue in this article that non-religiosity is not necessarily a child of a 

Christian genealogy of the secular, and definitely not alien to Muslims. Instead, we have 

to understand it as an intimate moral discontent with a prevailing sense of religion, even



if its shape and some of its positive claims are borrowed from notions of Western origin 
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and global currency (most notably, human rights and feminism). There are reasons and 

ways to become a non-believer in a society profoundly affected by a religious revival, 

and these can be telling about doubt and certainty in general.

In contrast to an emerging critical anthropology of secularism9 that has focused 

on the formation of the secular state and its citizen-subjects, I argue in this article that 

we must also look at some of the more immediate, existential moments of a secular way

of being in the world. The case of doubt and non-belief offers a perspective in which the 

secular is less about governance and more about conviction, less about subjectivation 

and more about a subjective search for a sound moral base for life.

So far we know very little about the everyday experience of non-religion in the 

contemporary age of religious revivalist movements. Most of the serious empirical 

research on the grounds and shapes of non-belief has been done in the fields of 

sociology and of intellectual and social history, especially in regard to the intellectual 

origins of atheism and the process of secularization in the 19th and 20th centuries.10 In 

the field of anthropology, to which I hope to contribute with this article, very little 

research has been done on doubt, non-belief, and non-practice.11 A significant exception 

was a panel organized by Soumhya Venkatesan and Lee Wilson at the biannual 

conference of the European Association of Social Anthropologists in 2008, titled “For a 

skeptical anthropology?,” which raised the question of how to account for moments of 

uncertainty and skepticism that can at times be hidden behind a performance of 

certainty. A convincing appearance of certainty might be the precarious outcome of a 

hard labor of convincing oneself, while the real foundations that do provide trust and 

certainty lie somewhere else.

This article is based on many informal discussions and periods of participatory 

observation conducted between 2004 and 2011 , as well as on seven in-depth 

biographical interviews conducted in the spring of 2008. The interviews were with 

Sayyid12, a school teacher; Shādiya, a Sudanese NGO activist who moved to Egypt some 



years ago; Abd al-ʿ Ḥalīm, who worked for a state-owned television channel; Makkāwi, 

who after years of living from working-class jobs had recently managed to make a living 

from theater and NGO work; Salā , a lawyer working for a small local company in an ḥ

industrial town; Layla, a lawyer working for an international law firm in Cairo; and 

Fayrūz, an NGO activist and student of economics at a provincial university. Of them, 

Fayrūz sees herself as a Muslim and Layla and Abd al-ʿ Ḥalīm as agnostics, while the 

others describe themselves explicitly as atheists. The article also features three persons 

with whom I have had many conversations but no biographic interviews and who all see 

themselves as believing Muslims, albeit in unconventional ways: Ma ri, a technician at a ṣ

telecommunications company and son of a pious Sufi family; his uncle Arabi; and ʿ

Ismā īl, a shopkeeper and teacher in a village in northern Egypt. ʿ

WHO IS A NON-BELIEVER?

Egypt is a profoundly religious country inhabited by a majority of Muslims 

(approximately 90% or more) and a minority of Christians, most of whom have 

embraced, respectively, Islamic or Christian movements of religious revival  since the 

1970's, after a period of secularization that began earlier in the 20th century. Usually 

this does not mean that people would become become pious activists, but rather that 

they support revivalist ideals of ritual, morality, and justice while putting those ideas 

only inconsistently into practice. 13 
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Some—very few—Egyptians do not hold to any religion. It is impossible to determine 

their exact number, since a confessionalist common sense (backed by personal status 

law) asserts that every Egyptian must be either Muslim, Christian, or Jewish.14 In any 

case they are a small minority.

The significance of non-believers does not lie in their numbers, however. While 

too dispersed, idiosyncratic, and unorganized to be called a movement, they do hold to 

similar ideas, develop their ideas for similar reasons, often read the same books, and 

address a similar sense of trouble with the shape of the social world. Thus, they can best

be understood as representing what Raymond Williams has described as “structures of 



feeling,”15 forms of affective social experience in formation that cannot be reduced to the

fixity of ideologies or worldviews. They are part of wider social developments, and 

despite their small number they tell of some underlying conflicts and tensions over the 

ways Egyptians experience their lives and the powers to which they are subjected.

But who can be considered a non-believer? What kind of doubt counts as serious 

religious doubt? The accusation of unbelief is much more common than unbelief itself 

and has a long history, beginning with the Qur ān, where the polemic against the infidelsʾ

(kuffār, sg. kāfir – a concept that implies not so much epistemic rejection as affective 

ungratefulness) is instrumental to the call to Islam.16 In the present time, many people, 

especially but not only those who are actively pious, often make maximalist claims about

what makes a person religious (and which they themselves often do not fulfill). People 

who do not pray or fast, women who do not wear a headscarf, and those who live a 

lifestyle otherwise deemed impious, are sometimes pejoratively labeled atheists 

(mul id/aḥ ). But only a very small minority of radical Islamists go so far as to to claim 

that such people have factually left the common ground of Islam and become 

apostates.17 In everyday usage, the accusation of unbelief is a way to define the 

boundaries of ideal religiosity and does not entail the claim that someone really has 

stopped being a Muslim. Instead, it should be understood as a critique and an 

admonition. As such, it is ever-present in religious discourse, while real unbelief is 

largely hidden and much less common than the accusations. What, then, constitutes 

“real” non-belief? When is one merely impious ( aṣīʿ ), and when is one no longer a 

Muslim? Ismā īl, who describes himself as a believing albeit impious Muslim, offers a ʿ

useful common-sense definition that distinguishes between a maximalist and a 

minimalist understanding of belief and non-belief:

Samuli: “What’s the criterion that makes one religious and what makes one an 

atheist/non-believer [mul idḥ ] in the eyes of the people here?”

Ismā īl: “The first criterion for being religious is prayer. The other is the use of ʿ

beautiful religious phrases. The third is adhering to Islamic law, such as not 



collecting interest [riba]. But breaking any of these doesn’t make you a mul idḥ . 

Many people don’t pray. My father has never missed a rak aʿ  [sequence of prayer] 

in his life. I don’t pray, but he doesn’t slaughter me, he doesn’t refuse to eat with

me, although in Islam giving up prayer is a serious thing, punished by death. Also

adhering to Islamic law is not the criterion. There are three shops owned by 

leaders of the Muslim Brotherhood....They all collect interest—and not 20 to 40 

percent per year like other shops, but ten percent per month. So that doesn’t 

make you a mul idḥ  either. As for religious phrases, the kids in the street bi-sibbu 

al-dīn [curse, literally ‘insult religion’]; at the table at lunch with his father, a boy 

may say, ‘this to your religion, that to your religion.’18 It’s normal. The only thing 

that makes you a mul idḥ  is when you doubt or insult the Prophet and our Lord. 

Everything else is 
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subject to debate and difference, but if you say that the Prophet is a son of a 

whatever, you cross the line. The Prophet and our Lord are the only thing people 

agree on definitely and don’t accept any doubt in. That’s the only certain, fixed 

thing. Otherwise people live in so many different states, in the morning there is a 

state, in the evening there is a different state. And the people are like animals 

bound on a rope, forced to make a living. And everyone who makes a reasonable 

living does it either on the basis of theft or bribes.”

Following this common-sense definition outlined by Ismā īl, actual non-belief in ʿ

contemporary Egypt involves questioning the minimal foundations of Muslim creed: God 

and the Prophet Mu ammad. It is an affective rather than an epistemic matter. And it is ḥ

different from being impious or having unconventional religious views. Many people live 

in ways that run counter to pious ideals and practice ambivalent minimal piety that 

comes close to religious indifference. But they generally do not articulate views critical of

religious notions and norms; on the contrary, an impious way of life and minimal 

religiosity can go perfectly well with very strict religious ideals. A smaller but 



intellectually more influential group of people argue that religion is being misrepresented

and misunderstood as a rigid fundamentalist set of prohibitions, and that Islam correctly 

understood is a more open-ended source of spiritual and ethical practice. Toward the 

end of this article I return to that point of view, which can help us understand the 

different consequences doubt can have.

THE PRACTICE OF NON-BELIEF

In a society where religion is a pervasive idiom of metaphysics, politics, morality, and 

subjectivity, being not religious at all is an unlikely choice that offers little satisfaction in 

social terms.19 It therefore does not surprise that most non-believers appear as 

unconventional and individualistic characters with unconventional and individualistic 

motivations and trajectories. Those I know have different lifestyles, political views, and 

family backgrounds, and their critique of religious beliefs and discourse can take 

different shapes and directions . What they share is a social experience of high 

education; intellectual, white-collar, or artistic professions; and an intensive engagement

with literature, arts, philosophy, and religious traditions. It is striking that many of the 

men have or have had relationships with Western women and that many of both sexes 

have lived with someone without being married, which is generally considered 

completely out of bounds in Egypt. But there are others who live very conventional lives 

that in no way reveal that they hold to religious views differing significantly from those of

their family and neighbours.

Almost all of the non-believers I interviewed highlighted the importance of 

reading in the formation of their ideas. The readings they mentioned to me included 

Mediaeval Arab philosophers, Islamic mysticism, European philosophy and social theory 

(notably Nietzsche and  Marx),  the works of contemporary Arab secularist intellectuals, 

Arabic literature of the 1950s and 1960s, and translated world literature. The Qur ān, ʾ

canonical adīthḥ  collections, and early Muslim historiographies also play a central role in 

their intellectual profile. Much as the emergence of atheism and liberal theology in 18th- 

and 19th-century Europe went hand in hand with a critique of the Bible, a critique of the 



Qur ān and the traditions of the Prophet Muḥammad is central in Egypt to both non-ʾ

belief20 and attempts to find new bases for a positive belief in Islam.21
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My interlocutors all strongly valorized the pursuit of knowledge and the 

willingness to open debate. Situations in which such open debate is possible are very 

few, however, and the people I interviewed all expressed their distress with the way 

they felt compelled to conceal some or all of their real beliefs, and with the degree of 

isolation and insincerity that results from that concealment. Shādiya told me:

We are thinking about how to put [our son] in a school where there is no religious

education. But we won’t be able to, because that’s only possible at the 

international schools. We would need lots of money—and that’s also a form of 

discrimination. So I don’t know what we can do. I imagine that he will come 

home from school with many questions, like “Mama why don’t you cover your 

hair?”, or “Mama why don’t you pray? Mama why don’t you fast?” As long as he is

a small child I cannot say to him it’s because I don’t believe in God, because he 

will certainly go and tell his friends, and we will get into trouble. I don’t know.

Non-belief is a serious taboo in Egypt. Publicly criticizing core religious beliefs will 

certainly provoke disapproval and misunderstanding; it may lead to divorce and loss of 

employment; and it can result in imprisonment and assassination.22 Under these 

conditions, non-believers often live fragmented lives with a high degree of duplicity. 

Salā , who works as a lawyer in a small company in one of Cairo’s industrial satellite ḥ

cities and lives in a village in the Nile Delta, describes his life as one of troubling 

deception, all the more troubling since his turn to atheism was grounded in a desire for 

frankness and honesty (a key issue for contemporary non-belief to which I return further

below). A few like-minded friends, books, and the internet provide the contexts where he

can develop his ideas freely. His wife does not know that he is an atheist. His boss fired 

him after he refused to identify himself as either a Muslim, a Christian, or a Jew, and he 



only got his job back after feigning repentance.

This sense of trouble is less urgent among people who move in social milieus 

where non-religious or not very religious ways and visions of life are more commonplace.

The most important such milieu is the intellectual and artistic scene of downtown Cairo, 

where most people are in some way religious but there is enough space for non-

believers to encounter and exchange ideas. For Makkāwi, a self-taught theater actor 

without higher formal education, contact with the various circles of people that intersect 

in this scene provided the key momentum that made him move from religiosity to non-

belief. Importantly, Makkāwi is the only one among my non-believing interviewees who 

did not express a sense of isolation. He has successfully created a circle of more or less 

like-minded friends around himself. He works in the cultural scene, his wife is European, 

and his best friends are artists and left-wing political activists who consider religion to be

a very private matter.  This does not mean that Makkāwi does not practice a degree of 

duplicity, too. He comes from a very religious family of southern Egyptian migrants to 

Cairo, and in the social world of his family he considers it to be a matter of practical 

wisdom and of respect toward his parents not to say everything he thinks.

The difference between Salā ’s and Makkāwi’s experiences, then, is not one of ḥ

duplicity versus frankness, but one of relative isolation versus connectedness. Duplicity 

is common to everyday life as people navigate ways of social and intimate being that are

irreconcilable in theory but parallel in practice.23 It becomes more troubling under 

conditions of isolation, while it can be more fulfilling when embedded in respective social 

milieus. The price of such connectedness, however, is a degree of social closure. 
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Living alternative and unconventional lives is easiest within a position in the class and 

urban geography that has a degree of closure from the more conservative and pious 

standards of the wider society.

The problem of isolation has been changed to some extent by the increasing 

connectedness of Egyptians to the internet. There exists a whole cyberscape of 

secularist, freethinking, and non-religious blogs, internet sites, forums, and social 



network groups in Arabic. Some of them are clearly personal projects of individuals,24 

while others have a large number of contributors from different Arab countries.25 The 

emergence of this cyberscape has opened paths of connectivity and exchange for people 

who do not have access to the very narrow social circles where non-religious ways and 

visions of life have some currency. At the same time, it has also resulted in a very sharp 

tone of discussion, especially when committed Islamists and radical non-believers meet 

in the virtual space of social networks, mutually criticizing, attacking and hacking each 

others’ sites.

The provocative, at times even intentionally offensive, approach of some atheist 

and freethinking internet activists26 bears a certain resemblance to some formerly 

Muslim atheists in Europe who demand that Muslims make a clear and complete break 

with their religion and fully embrace Western values.27 But the non-believers I spoke 

with generally do not see the need for such a break. Instead, they are trying to find 

ways to remain grounded in their society despite their disagreement with some of its 

values.28 Even when they have come to define themselves clearly as non-religious or 

even atheist, religion has not disappeared from their lives. Salā  and Shādiya describe ḥ

this continuing presence of religion as a troubling ambivalence; they both point out how 

they continue to use religious phrases in their language and how their entire education 

and culture are saturated by Islam. Their solution is to view Islam as a culture to which 

they belong even when they don’t believe in it as a religion. Shādiya maintains that such

cultural Islam, as it could be called in analogy to German Kulturkatholizismus, does 

contain many things with which she agrees:

We are now drinking tea in my neighbor’s office. This is a form of the generosity 

of Muslims, and I make use of it as a culture. We talk in a place that belongs to 

someone else. It’s a form of Islamic cultural generosity: He allows me sometimes 

to use his office for my work. That’s what I mean by “culture.”

Sayyid exhibits the most striking coexistence of religion and non-belief. Raised in a 



religious family influenced by Sufi spirituality, and having been very religious until his 

student years when he slowly began to move toward non-belief, Sayyid is a great 

admirer and connoisseur of Qur ānic recitation and Sufi music although he disagrees withʾ

their message. But more than just aesthetic appreciation seems to be at stake. For 

Sayyid, the spiritual dimension of religion continues to have some validity even when he 

believes that it is a human invention, which is why his wife described him to me as a 

“Sufi atheist.”

THE TRUST ON WHICH DOUBT DEPENDS

This leads us to the core question of this article: What are non-belief and religious doubt 

about in a religious society like Egypt? On what grounds do some people take this path?
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Becoming a non-believer should not be confused with loss of faith. The first is a 

process of acquiring and developing new beliefs and practices that in different degrees 

replace previously held religious ones, a process that is akin to religious conversion. Loss

of faith, in contrast, can be a much more negative experience of losing trust without 

being able to find anything else to hold onto. The few people who told me about such 

experiences related the fear of losing faith to a general fear of losing one’s hold on life 

and to suicidal thoughts.29 The non-believers whom I interviewed, however, did not 

describe the development of their views as a loss. While they often did describe their 

experiences as painful and difficult, their stories all conveyed a sense of trust, a feeling 

that there certainly is something to hold onto.

Sayyid is a former teacher, now an employee in a publishing house, with a vast 

command of Arabic literature, philosophy, and religious debates. He was very religious 

until his student years but his religious belief began to crumble when he felt that key 

questions regarding the justice and mercy of God remained unanswered. While he 

continues to have an inclination toward spirituality, he is an atheist and sees religions as 

man-made limits to the possibilities of human spirit.

Shādiya is a very outspoken atheist and sees atheism as freedom from fear and 



intolerance. Due to her experience of the Sudanese civil war and her work as an NGO 

activist, she highlights especially the issue of war and peace (ascribing to religions a 

constant propensity to war) and the rights of marginalized people.

Abd al-ʿ Ḥalīm’s main concerns are with social progress, science, and rationality. In

terms of cosmology, he presents himself as an agnostic who is not concerned at all 

about the question of the existence of a god: “I don’t know and I don’t want to know.” 

Instead, he is concerned about what he sees as an overwhelming chaos ruling his society

due to the influence of a contradictory and irrational religious ideology.

Salā  is perhaps the most philosophical of my interlocutors. The question of life ḥ

after death—especially heaven and hell—formed the initial moment of his doubt, which in

the course of his friendship with Sayyid eventually led to atheism, although he continues

to express a metaphysical uncertainty about creation vs. evolution. He highlights the 

values of frankness and justice and expresses distress about his inability to live out 

these key values due to social pressure.

Makkāwi was a member of the Muslim Brotherhood in his adolescence but left the

movement because he felt that he was manipulated by it and because of his love for art,

which was considered arāmḥ  (forbidden) by his fellow Islamists. He highlights the values 

of freedom, independent choice, and self-realization, and argues for his atheism on the 

ground of the contradictory nature of religious doctrines and the contradictory behavior 

of religious people.

Layla is daughter of an atheist father and a Jewish mother and has never been 

religious. Because her Egyptian ID card identifies her as a Muslim she participated in 

Islamic religious education at school. Troubled by her difference from others, she tried to

be religious but did not find it satisfactory. While she describes herself as an agnostic, 

she also expresses a distinct idea of what real religiosity should be about: a spiritual 

sense of closeness to God, decidedly in contrast to the public pious pressure she was 

shocked to encounter in Egypt after having lived in Europe for five years.

With all their differences, two shared issues emerge among the interviewees. First

is a general annoyance about hypocrisy, contradictions, and the unwillingness of 
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people to have a “serious” discussion about religion. Second, justice and injustice play 

key role in all of these accounts, be it in the form of gender equality, war and peace, 

social justice, the injustice of hell, or the inconsistent and contradictory behavior of 

religious people.

My critical thinking about the existence and nonexistence of a god [ilāh]30 began 

when I was nine years old, before I had any political or economic ideas: Why 

didn’t he stop the pain of others? Why do people die? Why is there suffering? If 

the whole world is based on suffering, and he is wise and just as they say, why 

doesn’t he do anything? I remember that my father had a problem with my 

mother at home, a family problem. He decided to leave our home. Why didn’t god

solve the problems of a child? Why did he remain a spectator of things that hurt 

me? (Shādiya)

At that time, questions emerged to which I got no answers. The Qur ān says that ʾ

God [Allāh] could have made all people believers if He wanted. But He didn’t. 

Why didn’t He? Why does He send some people to hell and others to paradise? 

Does God reward good Jews and Christians? The answer was that He rewards 

them for their good deeds in this world but punishes them in the afterworld. But 

what about a good, righteous Jew who lives in poverty all his life? There was no 

answer to that. (Sayyid)

When I read the biography of the prophet Mu ammad by Ibn Hisham, I found…ḥ

things that cannot be justified. They saved none of the [Jewish tribe of] Bani 

Qurayza although they surrendered without a fight. They said: We will give up 

our possessions and go. The prophet Mu ammad said: I will let one of you judge ḥ

over you. He chose Sa d ibn Mu adh. ʿ ʿ Sa d ibn Mu adh said: Kill them. He took ʿ ʿ

them and killed them one by one. They had said: We will leave Medina. Why kill 



them? I don’t find a justification. (Salā )ḥ

The government employs religion to calm down the people. The Islamist groups 

employ religion to agitate the people. And you go out in the morning, pray your 

obligatory prayer to open the day, and the first thing you do after that is take 

bribes at your work. Today in Egypt nothing runs without bribes. You pray and 

take bribes. ( Abd al-ʿ Ḥalīm)

Each in its way, these accounts are exemplary of the centrality of morality and justice. 

In the first account, the world is full of injustice, and although God is just He does not 

solve it but lets people wait while, as Salā  argues, “delay of justice is injustice.” In the ḥ

second account, divine justice itself appears as unjust: if God could make all people 

believers, why does He make some people infidels and then condemn them to eternal 

damnation? In the third account, the Prophet Mu ammad and his companions, who ḥ

should be the exemplary Muslim characters, display unnecessary and unjustified cruelty. 

In the fourth account, religion appears as a completely inadequate and chaotic way to 

establish any real moral order in a society urgently in need of it. Many more accounts 

could be reproduced at length, all with different variations of the argument that while 

religion promises justice and morality, it does not hold to that promise.31

More striking than the explicit emphasis on consistency, justice, and morality is 

what is left unsaid in these accounts. In all my interviews, I was eager to enquire how 

my interlocutors would articulate their moral views in the face of the fact that in Egypt 

morality is identified with religiosity to the extent that “having no religion” means to lack

any moral sense. Somewhat to my surprise, most of them did not express a need to 

reformulate or redefine moral values. The definitions they gave were rather general 
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and quite conventional, highlighting virtues such as honesty, faithfulness, mercy, and 

tolerance, all values that have general currency in Egypt and can be argued for on 

religious grounds. Human rights and gender equality were usually quite central to their 



views, but not to the exclusion of other conventional moral discourses. Instead of trying 

to formulate an alternative, non-religious morality, they in different ways told how they 

had come to find the dominant religious discourse, or religion and God as whole, to be 

opposed to the moral values that they had assumed to be based on religion and 

guaranteed by God.

This begs the question of what exactly stands in doubt and on what grounds. 

Clearly these accounts do not tell of a general doubt or uncertainty. On the contrary, 

they all express a very strong sense of certainty and trust about what is right and what 

is wrong. To understand this relation of trust and doubt, it may be helpful to think with 

Ludwig Wittgenstein’s last work, On Certainty,32 where he pursues the question of 

knowledge and certainty and the conditions that certainty and doubt must fill to be 

meaningful. Wittgenstein points out that it is not possible to meaningfully doubt 

everything: I cannot, for example, meaningfully doubt my knowledge of my own name 

or my ability to understand the language I speak. Such doubts would put an end to any 

reasoning or discussion. Meaningful doubt, Wittgenstein argues, requires grounds—not 

just in the sense of a motivation but also in the sense of the trust in something else that 

is not in doubt: “That is to say, the questions that we raise and our doubts depend on 

the fact that some propositions are exempt from doubt, are as it were like hinges on 

which those turn.”33 This metaphor of hinges of certainty that are needed to open a door 

of doubt is helpful for understanding the conditions under which a religion can become a 

subject of essential doubt in a social world where that religion is a main source of 

certainty, hope, and morality.

Blaming the Prophet and his companions for falling short of their own ideals in a 

religious tradition where they stand as the paradigmatic representatives of ideal 

character and conduct, and blaming God for injustice in a metaphysical imagination 

where an all-mighty God has made everything according to a wise plan, requires a 

strong albeit seldom articulated trust in one’s own capacity of independent moral 

judgment. This is the key ground, the “hinge of certainty,” for religious doubt in 

contemporary Egypt. The conclusions emerging from such doubt can vary greatly (a 



point to which I return below) but this key moment of trust is its ground.

It is important that we distinguish between motivations for doubt and the grounds

of certainty that make doubt possible. If an egalitarian notion of justice clearly has been 

both a motivation and a ground of certainty for religious doubt in all accounts I have 

recorded, the same has not been the case with scientific claims to truth. While my 

interlocutors emphasized that reading was very important for them, they also recalled 

that doubt and questions had preceded reading. Rather than raising questions, they said,

reading had provided them with possible ways to answer them. It is at this step that 

discourses such as human rights, feminism, early Arabic poetry, Marxism, liberalism, 

mu tʿazili theology, natural science, Hellenistic and Arab philosophy, other religious 

traditions, etc. become relevant. They do not necessarily motivate doubt or non-belief. 

Instead, they offer a ground from which it is possible to imagine a religious life and 

worldview that is different from the conventional image of piety, a good life entirely 

without religion and prophets, and a possibly also a world without a god.
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Yet just as a declaration of faith does not exclude doubts, neither does a 

declaration of unbelief. Convinced about the invalidity of religion and the impossibility of 

a just, good god, Salā  also told me in 2008 that he finds evolution theory hard to ḥ

believe. While God the lawmaker was positively dead for him, he remained haunted by 

God the creator: “The feeling of injustice made the idea of a god decline in my mind bit 

by bit. But the problem of existence, how the universe began—that has brought the 

issue of god back.”  As I met Salā  again in 2011, this metaphysical doubt (and its ḥ

underlying certainty of a meaningful universe) had compelled him to give up the - for 

him - lonely trajectory of atheism. While he still holds to largely the same moral views, 

he has found more existential comfort in a more spiritual vision of life, an he has began 

praying again. Hinges of certainty do not make everything clear—all they do is offer a 

fixed point from which to set other things into motion. They do not fix the direction of 

that motion.



RELIGION AND ITS DISCONTENTS

The ground of certainty that underlies contempopary Egyptian non-believers’ turn 

against religion is a trust in the capacity of human moral judgment. Such moral 

character has always been key to non-belief, and it can be argued that long before the 

emergence of modern atheism there have been expressions of a moral rebellion against 

the inconsistent promises of religions.34 In her study on English freethinkers in the late 

19th and early 20th centuries, Susan Budd argues that rather than intellectual reasons, 

what was crucial for the freethinkers “was the realization that the Bible, minister etc. 

was wrong--i.e. morally wrong.”35 This point of view is strikingly similar to the accounts 

of contemporary non-believers in Egypt. There is also some similarity between my 

interlocutors’ views and the moral discontent of some north American college students 

from Christian milieus who are struggling with what can be described as a revivalist 

Christianity in parts of the U.S.36

It is likely that some of this similarity is genealogical and can be attributed to the 

secular projects of nationalist modernity; the political heritage of liberalism, socialism, 

and communism; the spiritual paths of reformist Judaism, Protestantism, counter-

Reformation Catholicism, and occultism.37 But the impact of European ideas alone does 

not explain the shared moral focus of Arab non-believers in the 21st century, their 

American contemporaries, and English freethinkers in the 19th and 20th centuries.

For one thing, moral non-belief is not a European invention. The “atheist” 

(actually deist) Arab poets and philosophers of the 3rd hijri century who are the topic of 

Abd al-Raḥmān Badawi’s seminal work on atheism in the history of Islam,ʿ 38 expressed a 

similar conviction that human reason is sufficiently capable to differentiate between right

and wrong and that there is no need for prophets and religions, which in the end only 

cause confusion and war. 

Furthermore, non-belief does not always take the shape of moral protest.39 For 

Layla, who is not a convert into non-belief but grew up without a religious faith, moral 

protest is not a key issue. She expresses a very different form of non-belief, an open-

ended agnosticism for which religion is an exotic outsider rather than an intimate 



opponent. Her vision bears some similarity to the kind of non-religiosity that is common 

in northern and eastern Europe, its relation with religious lifeworlds characterized by 

established distance rather than by struggle.
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The history of non-belief in the Arab world shows significant shifts of emphasis. 

Although non-belief appears to have always had a moral dimension, Darwinism and 

natural science played a much more central role in Arabic debates in the first half of the 

20th century,40 and the declaredly scientific atheism of Marxism and communism was 

much more influential in its second half.41 In contrast, although most of the people I 

spoke with emphasized the importance of objective, scientific knowledge and lamented 

the lack of it in their society, they never described scientific knowledge as a key to the 

development of their views.

The relative marginality of scientific knowledge and the emphasis on justice, 

independent judgment, and free debate among Egyptian non-believers today reflects the

centrality of Islam as an idiom of morality and subjectivity in their lives. Counter-

revivalist doubt and non-belief are born out of an unease with and a protest against the 

way revivalist religion promises coherence, justice, and happiness, but in practice brings 

about ambivalence, oppression, and suffering. While non-believers deny the capability of

revivalist religion to provide real solutions, they do take its promises very seriously.

THINGS TAKEN FOR GRANTED

Non-belief is not the only, and certainly not the most likely, conclusion that is drawn 

from the experience of a contradiction between religious promises and moral 

considerations. There are at least three other (and probably more) likely ways to deal 

with such serious conflicts: first, the turn to intense religiosity as a way to overcome 

doubt; second, the turn to a critical belief as an attempt to articulate a different basis of 

religious belief; and third, a form of  moral reasoning that bypasses conventional 

doctrinal reasoning without trying to critically rearticulate it. .

In related research project among people who for some part of their lives have 



been very religious,42 I regularly encountered an urge to find clarity and trust, a strong 

desire for a clear framework of action or a simple principle that allows one to easily 

differentiate between right and wrong. In these accounts people tried to overcome an 

existential uncertainty by pursuing a project of clarity and purity. The non-believers, in 

contrast, while often expressing a similar discomfort with the confusion and ambiguity of

everyday practice, do not express a desire for a firm moral hold. They express a strong 

trust—expressed precisely in the way they seldom see any need to argue for it or to 

emphasize it—that there is universal human justice and that they and everybody else 

have the capacity of judgment to recognize it.43 Because they feel certain about this firm 

hold, they want to do away with frameworks of action which they deem inconsistent, 

unnecessary, and unjust.

But this sense of a firm moral hold is not necessarily bound with non-belief. It is 

also shared by many people who take it as the starting point of a search for a new 

articulation of their religious beliefs. They share with non-believers the primacy of justice

but arrive at a different solution, declaring that some religious beliefs may be irrelevant 

or misinterpreted but that there is a sound core to religion. This allows them to hold to a

religious identity and faith—even if often a shaky one—while distancing themselves from 

what they see as wrong elements.

This is the course taken by Fayrūz, whose religious views are unsettled through 

the contradiction she perceives between Islam as a social practice and her feminist 

notions of gender justice. Her religious beliefs shift between fundamental doubt, even 

about the nature of revelation and the existence of
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a world beyond this one, and a critical belief in Islam with the exception of passages she 

feels to be incompatible with her understanding of gender justice and equality. In this 

regard, she is—albeit with some ambiguity—ready to bring into question even very 

central aspects of Islamic belief, including parts of the Qur’ān, while maintaining an 

affective attachment to Mu ammad’s message. There are two key differences between ḥ

her views and personal trajectory and those of the non-believers. First, the affective 



dimension of a relationship to God and a higher level of meaning and experience is 

something that is very important to her even in the face of serious doubt. Second, she 

sees the religion of Islam as something that can be rearticulated and remade in a better,

morally sound shape, in contrast to the non-believers who tend to deem not only Islam 

but religions in general as essentially misguided.

Finally, the sense of moral trust in spite of troubling religious tenets is often 

shared by people who are quite religious and have never expressed any doubts about 

their religious beliefs. This is the case with Ma ri and his uncle ‘Arabi, two men active in ṣ

the Sufi milieu in the Nile Delta. Ma ri is very interested in mystical poetry but not very ṣ

observant when it comes to ritual practice. ‘Arabi  is a pious man by conventional 

standards who carefully observes his daily prayers but profoundly dislikes what he finds 

a superficial fake religiosity that has swept Egypt lately. At one occasion as I met the 

two at Ma ri’s home, the talk somehow moved to Christians, and Ma ri told an anecdote:ṣ ṣ

“A Christian in Ṭanṭa was taking his son to a hospital but he died on the way. 

While he was seeking help, a Muslim driver stayed with the child, and when he 

returned and found the boy dead the Muslim told him: “Don’t worry, I made him 

recite the shahadatayn [the Muslim creed—Muslims believe that reciting it before 

death will guarantee passage into paradise].” The Christian: “You son of a bitch! 

We are Christians!” (Laughs.)

‘Arabi: “And the Christians were upset because they thought that the boy will go 

to hell along with all the Muslims.”

Ma ri: “But everybody goes to paradise.”ṣ

‘Arabi: “Yes, everybody goes to paradise. How many Muslims are there? One and 

a half billion. Is our Lord going to send the rest of his creatures to hell? They will 

go to paradise on the basis of their deeds.”

Ma ri: “Only people with really bad, criminal deeds go to hell.”ṣ

If there is one thing that really is explicit in the Qur’ān (and, as the anecdote reminds, in

the Bible), it is that believers go to paradise and others go to hell. It would be difficult to



challenge this message in the framework of theological discourse. But Ma ri and ‘Arabi ṣ

are not concerned with theological discourse. For them, the solution to this particular 

form of theodicy is very simple: God is just, and it would be unjust that good people go 

to hell just because they are not Muslims. So they don’t, unless they really deserve to. 

In this reasoning, justice simply overrides theological considerations. There is no need to

formulate it into a coherent doctrine because God’s justice already provides the 

necessary coherence and trust.

The trust in one’s own capacity of moral judgment and the sense of contradiction 

in religious norms do not automatically lead to substantial religious doubt. Neither Ma ri ṣ

nor ‘Arabi ever made any reference to such doubt. Substantial doubt requires more than 
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a trust in human moral judgment. It requires the desire to make sense of the whole 

thing, an urge to make things fit, a discomfort with gaps, ambiguities, and silences. 

From there, it can lead to non-belief of various kinds, but it is more likely to lead to 

attempts to regain faith, or to attempts at alternative hermeneutics that make things fit.

To develop doubt and non-belief in our present time of religious revival, one 

needs to have trust in justice and human reason, a desire for clarity and a discomfort 

with ambiguity, a tendency to see the fault in the whole of religion rather than in its 

parts, and access to intellectual debates and social circles that allow one to formulate 

these sentiments as a positive belief. Non-belief is thus not merely a matter of  

temperament, but also of social position. While none of my interlocutors belongs to the 

rich and powerful of Egypt (although Layla does come from Egypt’s Francophone high 

bourgeoisie), their lives are also not characterized by a sense of powerlessness and 

unpredictable contingency. They are highly educated (or self-taught), pursue middle-

class careers they are usually good at, and possess material and/or educational means 

that allow them to feel in control of their lives.

Such sense of control, or a lack thereof, appears to have a strong relation to the 

degree to which people attribute their predicament to invisible actors and powers.44 Of 

course, having existential power over one’s life does not yet make one an unbeliever, 



but it does seem to be very difficult to develop enough trust in one’s moral judgment 

and intellectual capacity to understand the world in a non-religious way if one does not 

command a sense of power and control over one’s life.

Although conversion into non-belief involves an unusually high desire for clarity 

and an unusually strong trust in one’s own moral judgment, this does not mean that the 

beliefs that non-believers express will be consistent and free of contradictions. On the 

contrary, even in the context of arranged interviews where people are already concerned

with producing a coherent narrative, the accounts of the non-believers appear as jerry-

built bricolages of life experience, personal temperament, different texts and readings, 

and everyday successes and frustrations. This does not mean that their views lack 

certainty: on the contrary. However, the underlying certainty of moral reasoning can be 

quite different from the cultivated appearance of certainty and absoluteness with which 

people express shaky and shifting moral ideals and standards. A convincing performance

of certainty allows for and depends on silences, ellipses, contradictions, and ambiguity. 

Where the real, unquestioned foundations of people’s lifeworlds and worldviews lie is a 

different question. Very few people ever seriously try to make perfect sense of their 

beliefs, moral ideals, and worldviews, and this also goes for non-believers. Some things 

are simply taken for granted, and it is there that we should search for the really 

significant moments of certainty without which serious doubt is never possible.

CONCLUSION: NON-BELIEF, SECULARISM, AND LIFEWORLD

While the non-believers propose a very particular and radical solution to moral 

discontent in a time of revivalist religion, they are also part of a wider sociopolitical 

current that is commonly described as secularism. This seems obvious at first sight. The 

non-believers I have encountered without exception identify themselves as secularists. 

But what exactly is secular about their lives and views? This is by no means clear, given 

the slippery and ambiguous nature of the notion of secularism, an essentially contested 

concept. 45 For the sake of a conclusion, I try to explicate what the non-believers’ 

trajectories can add to 
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an understanding of secularism in a world where the secularization thesis has turned out 

to be false.

Strangely, the currently most productive theory of secularism in contemporary 

anthropology does not account for the existence of non-believers. This theory, which has

been developed by a circle of scholars taking their inspiration from the work of Talal 

Asad,46 states that secularism does not mean that people are less religious, but that 

under the conditions of secular state power religious practice and beliefs are expected to 

take a specific form. Scholars working with this approach focus on the attempts of 

national states and political and intellectual elites to impose secularism as a hegemonic 

discipline over citizens that assigns religion a specific place and shape in a governmental 

architecture of power.

In his thought-provoking short essay “Is there a secular body?” Charles 

Hirschkind critically develops this line of thought and points out that even in some of the 

most advanced analysis to date, the sensory and embodied dimensions of the secular 

have remained much less clear than the politics of secularism. 47 Hirschkind argues that 

this is partly due to the way the secular is always defined through its other, religion, so 

that what it means to live a secular life can seldom be phrased in anything other than 

negations. Trying to pinpoint a “secular bodily ethics”48 can be difficult, even impossible, 

because there are so many different senses of ethical cultivation that can be called 

secular–Hirschkind names, for example, university education, the psychoanalyst’s couch,

and the training seminar of business executives.49

Hirschkind’s tentative conclusion is that the question about the secular body is 

premature because we still lack a proper understanding of the “social ontology of the 

secular.” I share Hirschkind’s concern with the embodied, experiential aspect of being 

secular. But I propose a somewhat different tack. From the basis of the accounts of 

Egyptian non-believers, I want to suggest that the secular becomes less mystified and 

elusive when we look at the underlying certainties of a non-religious sense of being in 

the world.50



While Asad, Hirschkind, and others present a critical theory of the secular in 

which being religious and being secular are interdependent parts of one and the same 

civic discipline, some Egyptian political critics of secularism see it very differently. The 

notion of secularism ( almānʿ īya) has come under heavy attack from Islamists who argue 

that “separating religion from politics is the shortest path to unbelief.”51 The Islamists, 

thus, seem to have a different theory of the secular; and although it is a rather blunt 

theory, it is worth taking seriously.

During the spring and summer that followed the 25 January revolution in 2011, 

liberal and leftist supporters of a “civil” (that is, neither theocratic nor military)52 state 

increasingly faced the accusation of being “heretics” (zanadiqa) or “infidels and atheists” 

(kafara wa-mul idḥ ūn) from their Islamist competitors. On 29 July 2011, when various 

Islamist groups organized a show of strength in Ta rḥ īr Square, two leftist or liberal 

demonstrators were seen holding signs stating “I’m a Muslim” and “Me, too” to counter 

the equation of their political visions with unbelief.

Although grossly unfair toward the vast majority of self-declared secularists in 

Egypt who are believers, the Islamists’ polemical equation of secularism with atheism is 

not entirely misplaced. This, I argue, is because being secular is never only a form of 

civic discipline but also a subjective way of being in the world that contains the 

possibility of non-belief. Islamists’ rejection of the secular is thus not so much directed at

the 
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power structures of the nation-state–they are very much part of it, and in 2011, the 

various Islamist movements of Egypt all expressed their allegiance to the new military 

government that would well qualify as secular in Asad’s terms—as at the possibility of a 

subjective lifeworld that is not dependent on the certainty of following God’s 

commandments, a certainty whose cultivation in a changing and uncertain world is one 

of the most compelling aspects of Islamist and revivalist piety movements.

When non-believers describe themselves as secularists, they are deeply involved 

in the ambiguity of secularism as a strategy of argumentation, a political project, and a 



subjective disposition. As a strategy of argumentation secularism falls within the 

category of duplicity insofar as most non-believers prefer to downplay their non-belief in 

public and frame their views in the idiom of secularism in order to tackle issues they find

important—such as gender equality or freedom of religion—without taking up sensitive 

topics that would put an end to any discussion. In this sense, secularism is a way to 

evade otherwise irresolvable conflicts. And yet the non-believers’ commitment to 

secularism is also a genuine one, grounded in a general vision of human existence and 

politics. The non-believers I know in Egypt neither expect nor wish that non-religion 

could replace religion for good. Instead, they want belief, both religious and non-

religious, to be a private matter of personal choice protected by a religiously neutral 

state—but in order to be such a private matter, belief has to be joined with a relativist 

recognition of other beliefs, which can never be taken as a given. In this respect, their 

secularism seems to be not too far from Asad’s depiction of the secular as a civic 

discipline. But at the same time, they also describe themselves as secularists in the 

sense of not being religious. In this sense, secularism is a primarily personal, moral, and 

theological disposition.

I therefore suggest that the theory of secularism as civic power needs to be 

complemented with an understanding of the secular as a positive quality of belief and 

lived experience, and the underlying certainties in which they are grounded. In this 

regard, I would like to reverse Talal Asad’s idea that the secular is not the opposite of 

the religious but rather a way to give religion a specific place in society. I suggest that 

when looked at from the point of view of belief, doubt, and certainty, the secular actually

has a lot to do with people being less religious, although this side of the story is 

sometimes consciously downplayed by secularists themselves.

Secularism in this sense is grounded in the historical emergence of the very 

possibility of there being such a thing as an opposite of religion, a condition without 

divine presence. This is a point made by the annalist historian Lucien Febvre, who took 

up the question of whether the renaissance author Francois Rabelais (1494-1553) was 

an atheist as some authors in the early 20th century had argued. 53 Febrvre argues that in



renaissance Europe, life in all its facets, including intellectual life, was so thoroughly 

saturated by Christianity that there simply was no space outside it, no reasonable option

of taking a position outside religion—an option which, according to Febvre, took at least 

another century to emerge.

In the early Islamic Middle East, unlike in renaissance Europe, such a position 

outside religion appears to have been very much possible, if only for the relatively short 

period of a century or two. This was a period that witnessed the emergence of wildly 

impious poetry, rationalist philosophy, dramatic doctrinal schisms, and Sunni scholarly 

orthodoxy alike. It was a period when there appears to have been both the space and 

the need for ways to think beyond the paths outlined by prophets. However, as Abd al-ʿ

Ra mān Badawi ḥ
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points out, this was a space outside the prophetic, but not outside the divine.54 There 

could be doubt about religion, but not about the lifeworldly certainty of an intentional 

universe.

Thinking further along the lines marked by Febvre and Badawi, being secular has 

to do with the loss of the self-evident trust in prophets’ and God’s (or gods’) presence 

and power in everyday life, and the emergence of possible trajectories of life and visions 

of the world that rely on a different kind of trust. Being secular, in this sense, has to do 

with the unsettling of a particular kind of certainty, one that has to do with the 

intentionality of the universe and the everyday presence of the transcendent, and the 

enforcement of a different kind of certainty, one that has to do with the power (and 

hence responsibility) of humans to shape the world they live in. While atheism may be 

its most radical articulation, this shift does not generally imply a turn away from a 

religious belief; on the contrary, revivalist religious movements worldide are part of this 

shift. Centering religious texts and individual moral agency, and decentering established 

institutions, traditions and forms of collective spirituality, they offer one of the most 

powerful and compelling ways to deal with the loss of the lifewordly certainty that once 

marked the relationship of the human with the visible and invisible world.55 Non-belief 



and religious revival thus share an existential ground of experience, but they present 

dramatically divergent ways to come to terms with it. Revivalist religiosity is about 

regaining that lifeworldly certainty by renewing divine presence through the means of 

textual knowledge and ethical discipline, while non-belief is about developing a 

lifeworldly certainty that turns the loss of divine presence into an accomplishment with 

the help of a trust in human agency and judgment.
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